The travelling exhibition on fusion, designed by
Europe (European Fusion Development Agreement)
and the European Commission, will be stopping
in the tourist office in Aix-en-Provence from 13th to
30th November 2012. Interactive workshops, posters,

models and 3D films will allow visitors to enter
into the world of fusion energy, with its scientific,
technical and human challenges. It will provide a
new opportunity for the ITER scientists working in
Cadarache to meet the public.

ITERconnections
A new blog for the sole use of the personnel of
the ITER Organization and their families was started
on 27th January 2012. It is called ITERconnections
and was created by the Welcome Office (Agence
Iter France) as part of their objective to enhance
intercultural links.
It brings together a wealth of information on events

throughout the year in towns and villages in the
region, restaurant and shop addresses and practical
and useful information to help with everyday life
in France.
If you would like to share any information on a
regional event, please contact Shawn Simpson:
shawn.simpson@cea.fr.

The ﬁrst tracks
housing / accommodation
The study initiated by Agence ITER France to promote
an increase in accommodation and housing solutions
to meet the ITER site requirements (whose workforce
is due to peak at about 3 000 employees) is starting
to come to fruition. More than a dozen projects are
presently being studied (camp-sites, base camps,
renovations, new housing,...) thanks to the involvement
of 41 municipalities, three interconnected communities
(Community Pays d'Aix, Community Verdon-Mount
Major and the urban community around Manosque).
Studies are underway to look further into the feasibility
of these emerging projects, working with state
agencies under the aegis of the Secretary General for
Regional Affairs of the Regional Prefecture. A report
will be presented to the interconnected municipalities
in July 2012.

CHATEAU-ARNOUX
ST-AUBAN

with many faces
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According to the latest data collected by the Agence ITER France,
this is the total amount, in millions of Euros, assigned to industrial
contracts signed to date which have been generated by the ITER
project. Nearly 828 million Euros have been assigned to contracts
with French companies of which 490 million Euros to firms located
in Provence. These amounts represent 500 calls for tender issued
between 2007 and December 2011 and by the various contractors:
- ITER Organization, responsible for the design and operation of
the research facility under construction in Cadarache,
- Fusion for Energy, European agency in charge of the construction
of 39 buildings and technical facilities in Cadarache,
- Agence Iter France, conseil général des Bouches-du-Rhône, le
conseil régional and the state for work undertaken in accordance
with the commitments made by France as host to the project
(site preparation, road adaptations for the convoys of ITER
components between Berre and Cadarache, Manosque
International School,...).
The effect of the project can also measured in terms of the number
of new companies in the region such as C-CON at Pierrevert, Actin
Engineering at Volx, the German company HEIDELBERG-Kraftanlagen
in Manosque, the Latecis design and mechanical engineering office,
the mechanical engineering and electronics group SODITECH in
Pertuis and the start up Versaplas in Aix-en-Provence.
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The construction of the ITER office headquarters, one of the big
projects in progress
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Sémaphores novembre 2011

Municipalities within 30 minutes of ITER

Local News
An International Sports
Competition in Provence
The second edition of the ITER Games is planned
on 15th September 2012 in Vinon-sur-Verdon,
a charming Provençal town where the main square
is lined with plane trees planted by the shepherds
of Arles in the eighteenth century. This sports
competition, organised to promote conviviality and
friendship, gives ITER Organization staff and the
employees of all companies working on the project
the opportunity to meet with members of the Vinonsur-Verdon sports clubs. It will include four sports:
football, tennis and boules tournaments and a kayak
competition organized on the village lake. There
will also be a big open buffet for athletes and their
families. All winners will be rewarded during the
final awards ceremony at the end of the day. The first
edition, which brought together nearly 300
participants from around the world from various
backgrounds on 17th September 2011, was spon-

The school

sored by several partners. It provides another
great opportunity for each company involved in
the project to promote common values: teamwork,
self-transcendence and local investment. If your
company wishes to create teams to participate in
this event and become an official sponsor, please
contact Muriel Croze at the Vinon-sur-Verdon town
hall 04 92 78 84 03.

Update on Compensatory Measures

On 9th March 2012, members of the biodiversity committee chaired
by Yves Lucchesi, Sub-Prefect of Aix-en-Provence and Hervé
Le Guyader, Professor of Evolutionary Biology at the University
Pierre and Marie Curie (Paris VI) and Director of the Systematics,
Adaptation and Evolution laboratory and the post-graduate School
of Living Diversity met for a progress update concerning the four
compensatory measures for the land clearance work carried out on
the ITER site. There has been further progress, including additional
land acquisition (7 ha) in the district of Ribiers leading to a total
of more than 117 acres of conservation land acquired by Agence
ITER France. Commitment to the forestry protection plan has
therefore started. The discussions also focused on the management
of the action plan to promote the development of biodiversity on
1 200 ha in Cadarache for 20 years.

IMAGE

OF TH E MONTH

The 33 metre long footbridge will link
the control room of the ITER research facility to the first
floor of the ITER office headquarters. Partly aerial, it has bay windows in
which light and shade dance as they are reflected. The windows were fitted
in February and March 2012, the interior finishing work continues and the
doors will be fitted in April.

A Man of Projects Working on Energy

VISIT THE ITER SITE
From Monday to Friday!

Visits must be booked in advance.
Each visit is adapted to the profile and interests
of the visitors (general, scientific, technical,
professional, educational...).
Maximum 50 people per group

© L. Godard - CEA
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Fusion Exhibition
in Aix-en-Provence

Send us a mail: visit@iter.org
Subramanian Rejendran, one of the winners at the 2011 ITER Games
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Pascal Garin, speaking at the Ancre general meeting
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Interfaces is edited by the Agence ITER France and freely distributed
upon request, it provides information about the ITER construction site
which is financed by Europe and France (including a part of the local
authority contributions of the PACA region).

VISITS
Bad weather in February slowed down the rate
of visits to the ITER construction site, but the
pace increased again in March, especially with
the visit of several personalities. In this photo,
Guillaume Gillet, advisor in charge of Nuclear
Affairs at the Permanent Representation of
France to the European Commission (left) and
Marie-Claire Le Guyader, from the General
Secretary for European Affairs (Prime Minister's
office) are in discussion with Jérôme Pamela

Director: Jérôme Paméla
Director: Sylvie André-Mitsialis - Tél. : 04 42 25 29 26
sylvie.andre@agenceiterfrance.org
Alexandra Maraval,
Publisher: Arc en Ciel
Photo Credits: tous droits réservés, S. André, A. Maraval, D. Michel,
EIPACA, F4E, ©AIF2011, DR.

as they discovered the site during a meeting
organized by Emmanuelle Tsitrone, Fusion
Advisor for the office of the High Commissioner
(CEA) in Cadarache on 2nd March 2012.

Agence Iter France
Bât 521 - 13108 St-Paul-lez-Durance

www.itercadarache.org
Pascal Garin (right) visiting the ITER construction site at Cadarache
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Following his dedication to the work of Agence
Iter France and then's to the construction of
the IFMIF facility (International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility) in northern Japan for four
years, this qualified engineer from the Paris
« école centrale » has returned to France and
is working for Ancre.

P

ascal Garin faces new challenges in his role as assistant to Bernard Bigot, General Administrator for the
CEA, with two distinct aims: the first involves the French
centre for fusion science research, the second concentrates
on continuing the work of Ancre (National Alliance for the
Coordination of Energy Research) where Bernard Bigot
presides over the Coordination Committee. « The first
ANCRE tasks have included the identification of scientific
and technological difficulties, combined programming
and coordination of those involved in French research in
the field of energy and its implementation. »
Created on 17 th July 2009, ANCRE aims to optimise the
efficiency of research in this field through the coordination of scientific and technical research and development
programmes. The themes of the programmes are directly
linked to the research subjects of the different members
whether they be founding members (CEA, CNRS, Conference
of University Presidents, IFP Energies Nouvelles) or
associates*. « This procedure allows us to develop
research programmes which create new partnerships,
a good example is that of the modelling and simulation

of floating offshore wind turbines which brought together
the groups Capenergies and Mer Bretagne. In this way,
think tanks are also created for each energy type**. »
One of the aims of the photovoltaic programme is to overcome several difficulties and especially to reduce the cost
of the facilities and optimise their energy performance.
For example, work is being carried out to make the panels
more recyclable and to develop supple, ultra-thin layers to
replace the plates of glass now covering the photovoltaic
cells so as to increase their production.
« The work relies on Ancre's ability to identify the scientific,
technological, economical, environmental and company
difficulties that could hamper progress in the development
of the technologies promoted by these programmes »,
explains Pascal Garin.
Another of ANCRE's numerous tasks is to offer national
development programmes to the government and industrials
involving innovative technology to meet today's energy
requirements. « L'ANCRE is being contacted more and more
by ministers and private sector committees seeking an
expert opinion », he explains, shedding light on decisions
to be made by both governments and industrials.
Finally, a European context will also be included in the think
tanks preparing the future PCRD (Framework Programme
for Research and Development) for which energy will be
a priority. Pascal Garin confirms that in the present energy context « reinforcing cooperation between European
research operators and industrialists is essential in order
to meet the requirements of this field. »

* ANDRA, BRGM, CDEFI, CIRAD, CSTB, IFREMER, IFSTTAR, INERIS, IRD, IRSN, IRSTEA, LNE, ONERA
**Biomass, fossil and geothermal energy, fusion and fission energy, solar power, wind and tide energy, transport, buildings, industry and agriculture, programming and prospecting
coordination of synergies
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400 kV Line
Finally Wired Up

T h e

S c h o o l

WITH MANY FACES
The Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur international school in Manosque was officially opened on 24th January 2011 and
is a unique model in the world both through its organisation and its educational methods.
At the foot of the Mont d'Or tower, in the heart of Giono country, Manosque
international school (EIPACA) and its gymnasium, which changes colour
at night, have given a futuristic appearance to this new district named
"Chante-Prunier". Opposite, a new hospital has been built in just a few
months as if opening the way to a new era. All around shops are opening
up, bringing life to the new district. This is where Jean-Paul Clément runs
a school very different from all others.

35 Nationalities

This state school won awards from both the European Union and the OCDE
in November 2010(1) for its architectural and environmental qualities and
its educational abilities. It now educates
nearly 500 pupils. Over the past four
years, since it started, the success
of the school has been based on the team
efforts to rise to the various challenges,
the first being the ability to educate
children of thirty-five different cultures.
« The intercultural and multilingual
challenge is part of our daily life.
Complementarity and solidarity are our
key words. We must understand the world
and all its diversity. All that can be said
about the universal dimension given here
is that is proof of the ability to live in
peace », explains Jean-Paul Clément with
Jean-Paul Clément
the same wonder he expresses every year.

For the teachers (16 different nationalities), it is also a rewarding
experience involving ongoing consultation to harmonize programmes and
teaching practices. For example, the timetables had to be adapted.
As a result, in the nursery and primary schools the language of the lessons
alternates daily, with one day in French followed by one day in the language
of the language section. The teachers give priority to language and maths
lessons in the morning and to world discovery, sport, music or art in
the afternoon. Students who wish to also have the opportunity to take
optional exams to improve their international mobility such as the French
Language Diploma, the Advanced French Language Diploma, the KMK
(Kultusministerkonferenz) for German, the First Certificate of Cambridge
or the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE).
Final year college students sit the international baccalaureat (OIB).
In the British OIB baccalaureat, the EIPACA students write their
history / geography, maths, language and literature exams in English.
For the Chinese OIB baccalaureat, language, literature and two maths
subjects are taken in Chinese. The strength of this school also lies in its
ability to forge close links with its local environment by participating,
for example, in the correspondence festival, cinema meetings and sporting
events in Manosque. Everything is done to ensure that « each child who
attends this school will leave knowing, and taking with him, the best of
our region », such is the wish of Michel Vauzelle, President of the Conseil
Régional, as expressed at the official opening a year ago.
(1)
Anthology of educational institutions of the OECD / CEPE (Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development / Centre for Learning Effective Environments) assigned
to schools that show how the design, use and management of buildings and grounds
contribute to the quality of teaching (at all levels). 166 institutions from 33 countries
competed that year.

Four Schools In One

In the school, half of the lessons are given in French and the other half in
one of the six languages section: German, English, Chinese, Spanish, Italian
and Japanese. But this is not its only special feature, as here the children
are aged from 3 to 18 years old, thus demanding enormous educational innovation in order to fulfil the needs of the four different school levels (nursery, primary, secondary and college). For the director it is an exceptional
opportunity. « Our aim is not only to adhere to the high French, European
and International education and training standards, but also to create and
maintain permanent links with schools in the ITER Organization members'
countries so that the children are prepared for the possibility of continuing
their education either in France or anywhere else in the world », he explains.
The project has therefore been created around the ability to provide a bilingual, multilingual and intercultural education. For example, the international school uses innovative methods to promote bilingual and multilingual
learning, inspired from for example the Tomatis method which concentrates
on listening abilities and the Alphas method for learning to read and write in
a concrete and fun way and which includes work on areas such as fine motor
skills, laterality and spacial orientation.
« Within the school, communication plays an important role because it is
the first step towards understanding and appreciating other cultures »,
explains Damien Michel, the school's communications officer. « Groups
learn more about each other, this diversity enables the discovery of new
ways of thinking, different cultural values, other views of the world ».

Wired up 400 kV line

First Undulations
of the Sunscreen
Since last December, the ITER office headquarters is being
progressively covered by an undulating veil made up of
3,000 fine slats produced in ultra high performance concrete
(UHPC) which will act as sunshades on the entire front of the
building. 1,500 slats have just been installed, each one 3.5 cm
thick and 3.5 m high. These were the straight blades whereas

the next ones will breathe life into the building creating the
undulations of the general structure of the façade.
Like the first, these blades will be installed in groups of six using
a sort of metal pallet which will be crane lifted onto passageways
equipped with a fixing system designed to hold the blades.
The installation work should be finished in May.

ASN Second Inspection
on the ITER Construction Site

The Seismic pit basemat

End of
a First Phase

The Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) conducted a second
inspection on the ITER construction site (in Cadarache in the
Bouches-du-Rhône) on 26th January 2012. The site inspection
revealed that the non-compliance files concerning the pouring
of the concrete foundations and the columns which support
the seismic protection systems, and also the installation of
the seismic protection systems, were not opened as soon
as the anomaly was detected, but after research had been
carried out on corrective measures. « Where non-compliance
is considered to be major, the procedure requiring ITER's
agreement on proposed corrective measures, cannot be
respected », inspectors noted in their follow-up letter dated
on 9th February 2012. A response is expected from the ITER
Organization on 9th April 2012.

The 493rd
and Final plinth Installed

PROMOTING INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGES
One of the strengths of the school is to increase international exchanges and meetings. Thereby,
thirty Russian students from the Moscow 1248 school, twinned with the International School
came last February. The group of Russian college students spent a day in shared classes studying
subjects such as literature, history and music and at the end of the day they sang and danced and
gave a theatrical performance, all in French. In return, the students from Manosque will go to the
school in Moscow in March. « Through these actions, we aim to strengthen students' international
mobility skills and allow them to maintain links with their culture of origin thus preserving the
best conditions for a return to their country of origin », explains Jean-Paul Clément, Director of
EIPACA. On 13th and 14th March 2012, college students from four Japanese schools have been
welcome to Manosque. In the same way, the school has just twinned with a school in Mumbai,
India. It includes a comparative approach in terms of fundamental learning and work on water
management. And the winners of the European Youth Parliament competition, selected to
represent France, will travel to Poland to present their resolutions, such as their statement that
« we must maintain solidarity to European countries with economic difficulties ».

Handover between Frank Briscoe and Osamu Motojima

On 15th February 2012, Frank Briscoe, Director of Fusion for
Energy (the European Domestic Agency) and Osamu Motojima,
Director General of the ITER Organization welcomed the end
of work on the first technical building (PF Coil Building).
The largest parts of the machine will be assembled here.
The internal equipment must be installed before work on
coiling and assembly of the parts can start.
www.fusionforenergy.europa.eu
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Questions
for Daniel Wirth

Daniel Wirth

© F4E

The school covers an area of 70 000 m2, of which 26 000 m2 have been built. It was financed by the PACA regional council (55 m €).

It was mid-February when the starting signal sounded for the
installation of the cables of the high voltage power line to supply
ITER. The installation of approximately forty kilometres of aluminium cables, an alloy chosen for its great lightness, involves
unwinding the cables and will take three months. A total of not
less than 150 tons of cables will be installed, the highest of them
nearly 50 m above the ground, and they will extend over a total
distance of approximately 6 km. « To ensure the cables do not
touch the ground, they are maintained in mechanical tension
by a traction force of an average of 10 tons », explains RTE
electricity company in charge of the works. This line will be
connected to the 400 kV electrical substation located on the
ITER construction site and also underway: the installation of all
high voltage equipment was finalised in February 2012 and work
on installing the fence around the substation will be completed
next April. All operations should be finished this summer.

On 24th February 2012, teams from GTM construction sank the
pillar of the 493rd concrete column anchored to the seismic
isolation floor of the Tokamak complex after a year of work.
Each of these 493 blocks is made up of a 1.3 m by 1.3 m concrete
pillar onto which a kind of « sandwich » is secured. This
twenty centimetre thick « sandwich » is composed of six alternating layers of composite material (elastomer) and steel plates.
The development and perfection of this flexible structure
that absorbs ground vibrations included nearly a thousand
laboratory tests to validate the manufacturing and assembly
method with to the millimetre precision. This work is managed
by the European domestic agency, Fusion for Energy.

As road owner, the General Council of Bouches-du-Rhône
is the manager of approximately 80 % of the itinerary route
to access to the ITER site in Cadarache. After accompanying
the design, the studies and the work on adapting roads of
the itinerary to accommodate the large convoys, it is now
preparing a new phase with the commissioning of the ITER
itinerary. In the Roads Department of the Conseil général
des Bouches-du-Rhône, it is now time for the handover
between Claude Pascal, Deputy Director for infrastructure
and transportation, and Daniel Wirth, Deputy Director
responsible for maintenance, operation and network
management.

How is the handover
progressing?

We work very closely with Claude Pascal who monitored
the design studies and work carried out between February
2008 and September 2010 on the ITER itinerary. We have
been involved since the candidature phase, in 2003-2004,
of the application to host this international project. At that
time we were district managers, Claude in Aix-en-Provence
and me in l'Etang de Berre, and we were therefore very
involved: indeed it is via l'Etang de Berre that most of the
parts manufactured worldwide will arrive before embarking
on the 104 kms adapted roads between Fos-sur-Mer and
Cadarache on these two districts of the Roads Department.
From the beginning, we tried to make the most of the
facilities, looking for solutions which were both beneficial
to the ITER project with regard to the commitments made
by France and to the local residents and road users.
The ITER itinerary is based on 80 km of county roads.
During the operational phase, which will begin with tests
on the structures along the route, our aim will be to maintain
this balance and to limit the inconvenience caused to road
users and local residents.

What is your role?

Within the management team I am particularly in charge
of the organization and running of the maintenance
and operations policy of county roads. On a daily basis,
450 personnel within the Roads Department are involved in
these missions. They include, for example, those that were
mobilized when the winter operations of the Conseil régional
des Bouches-du-Rhône were triggered in recent snowfalls.
46 trucks, located in 28 centres, are ready for use to
ensure the continued use of 3,000 kilometres of roads.
The machines constantly receive radio instructions from the
Information Centre for County Roads located at Department
Headquarters in Marseille. In the case of the ITER convoys,
our role is to participate in work underway to clearly define
deviations and alternative routes, to ensure rigorous
monitoring of dismantling and reassembly of the signs by
the transporter and to find the best solutions for limiting
the impact of ITER convoys on the county roads.

What do you see as the main
issue?

The main issue is related to the duration of the convoys which
are planned for fi ve years. I am convinced that together
we will find the best solutions through the involvement of
the mayors of the districts of the itinerary, our counterparts
in the roads departments of the neighbouring departments
concerned with the deviations, the transporter (Daher Group),
the police and the itinerary coordination unit within the
Agency Iter France.

